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Keynotes and publicity
* Hard-as-nails thriller with a good dose of humour
and plenty of cool Spaced-style movie references.
* Pedigree award-nominated author with A-list
crime fiction endorsements, an established fanbase
and social media presence, and particularly
popular with women readers.
* Author is very much a fixture on the Tartan Noir
scene and regularly appears on TV and at festivals.

Douglas Skelton is shortlisted for the
2016 Scottish Crime Book of the Year
“A white-knuckle, wisecracking thrillride.”
– Caro Ramsay
“Absolutely brilliant … takes
Douglas Skelton into the crime fiction big
league..” – Alex Gray
“Fast-paced, funny and frightening –
Dominic Queste’s first outing supplies it
all.” – Lin Anderson
Praise for earlier writing:
“Fierce, all too believable, and with a clear
ear for the Glasgow dialect.”
– Daily Mail
“Crime fiction of the strongest quality.” –
crimesquad.com
“Tense, dark and nerve-wracking…
a highly effective thriller.”
– The Herald
“Razor-sharp.” – The Skinny

A missing teenage girl should be an easy job for
Dominic Queste – after all, finding lost souls is what
he does best. But wouldn’t it be better sometimes if
lost souls just stayed that way?
Jenny Deavers is trouble, especially for an excokehead like Queste. She’s being hunted. And
for the people tracking her, murder is nothing.
As the bodies pile up, so does the pressure on
Queste, both to protect Jenny and to find out who
wants her dead. The trail leads him to a brutal
world of gangsters, merciless hitmen, dark family
secrets and an insatiable lust for power in the highest
echelons of politics.
About the author
Douglas Skelton is a crime writer who specialises in the
darker side of things: he’s a former journalist who has
published 11 books on true crime and criminal history.
In 2011 he made the leap to writing crime fiction with
a hugely successful series of thrillers featuring Davie
McCall, a Glasgow hard man with a heart. The Dead
Don’t Boogie is his fifth novel and begins a new series.
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